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A

Comments-based
Adaptive Description

Abridged Description

Brenda is playing
the lyre.
She looks calm and
relaxed. Many stars
shine in the
background.

Persephone holds
Hades’ hands to
figure out how to
dance.
She blushes as she
looks at his hand
touches hers.

Persephone draws closer
to Hades as they dance.
She is now floating
next to Hades as they
are dancing. Behind
them, the bonfire is
growing bigger.

Key Panels
Hades and Persephone
continue dancing in the
background as the Nymphs
are watching them.
There are four people,
three of them Nymphs and
Thanatos.

Thanatos is
sweating and
looking nervous.
He’s biting his
lips and his
eyes are blue.

Selective Details

B

Panel-anchored Comments
Panel-anchored
Comments

“Her dress was gorgeous, when it was
flying as she danced. I guess it’s silk?”

Figure 1: Cocomix is an interactive webtoon reader that leverages comments data to provide non-visual access to webtoon
contents. Cocomix has two main components: (A) comments-based adaptive descriptions and (B) panel-anchored comments.
With (A), readers can listen to more detailed descriptions in key panels which are frequently mentioned in comments. Abridged
descriptions are provided for remaining panels as default and readers can selectively access more details. With (B), readers
can easily access descriptive comments relevant to the current panel. Image from [WEBTOON SERIES] (2022).

ABSTRACT
Webtoon is a type of digital comics read online where readers
can leave comments to share their thoughts on the story. While
it has experienced a surge in popularity internationally, people
with visual impairments cannot enjoy webtoon with the lack of
an accessible format. While traditional image description practices
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can be adopted, resulting descriptions cannot preserve webtoons’
unique values such as control over the reading pace and social
engagement through comments. To improve the webtoon reading experience for BLV users, we propose Cocomix, an interactive
webtoon reader that leverages comments into the design of novel
webtoon interactions. Since comments can identify story highlights
and provide additional context, we designed a system that provides
1) comments-based adaptive descriptions with selective access to
details and 2) panel-anchored comments for easy access to relevant descriptive comments. Our evaluation (N=12) showed that
Cocomix users could adapt the description for various needs and
better utilize comments.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Webtoon, a portmanteau of “web” and “cartoons,” is a type of digital
comics published and read online. Optimized for web and mobile
consumption, webtoons abandoned the traditional layout of panels
and adopted the single-strip display where readers navigate panels
with scrolling or swiping gestures. Unlike traditional media channels for comics, webtoon platforms facilitate active participation of
readers by enabling them to add comments on each episode. Also,
the short reading time per episode has enabled readers to enjoy
webtoons as a lightweight medium, often referred to as ‘snack culture’ 1 . While webtoons originated in South Korea, there has been a
surge in popularity internationally. For instance, Naver Webtoon 2
3 has more than 67 million monthly active users (MAU) worldwide.
Together with the commercial success of adaptations into flms
or dramas (e.g., Sweet Home, Along with the Gods), webtoons now
became one of the mainstream cultures in many countries.
However, blind or low vision (BLV) people cannot enjoy this
popular medium because of the accessibility barriers posed by the
foundation of comics—combining graphics and text. Incapable of
participating in what is considered the cultural mainstream, BLV
people feel excluded [74]. The most standard and economical way
of providing accessible version of images is via textual description.
However, it is yet to be explored how the conventional image
description practices can be generalized to webtoons, a unique
media as a sequence of images.
To better understand BLV readers’ needs in webtoon descriptions, we conducted formative interviews followed by co-reading
exercises with 10 BLV participants. From the two-stage formative
study, we have identifed the following challenges when adopting
traditional description practices in webtoons. First, the fow of the
plot is disturbed by the repetitive information in image descriptions. Second, BLV readers have difculty in processing the given
information when reading long descriptions. Third, BLV readers
lack control over the amount of details in the description. Finally,
BLV readers have difculty in fnding comments that are useful for
understanding the content.
To overcome the challenges, we leverage comments data to improve webtoon descriptions. We believe that comments can be
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snack_culture
2 https://www.webtoons.com/en/
3 This work is not endorsed by WEBTOON. Views, opinions, and thoughts in this
work are solely of the author.
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utilized to enrich webtoon descriptions, as they implicitly highlight key moments in the content through the reactions of readers,
and provide additional context to the story. While comments data
present a unique opportunity in augmenting visual descriptions for
BLV people, to our knowledge, researchers have not yet attempted
to leverage comments as the meta data for accessibility. To explore
the feasibility and limitations of using webtoon comments for eliciting useful information for BLV readers, we performed a qualitative
content-analysis of a set of 1,000 comments. From the results, we
distilled the criteria of descriptive comment, which informed our
approach of extraction and usage of comments.
We developed Cocomix (Figure 1), a prototype webtoon reader
that provides efcient and interactive webtoon descriptions to BLV
users through comments-driven interaction techniques. Our computational pipeline automatically calculates the importance of each
panel based on the comment data. BLV users can listen to the description with adaptive levels of detail depending on its importance
(Figure 1.A). To provide additional context, Cocomix also extracts
descriptive comments and links them to corresponding panels (Figure 1.B). While reading, BLV users have active control over the
reading pace and the level of detail by requesting additional details
or relevant comments per panel on demand.
To assess the feasibility of Cocomix for enhancing the webtoon
experience for BLV readers, we conducted a within-subjects study
with 12 BLV people. Participants found Cocomix’s comments-driven
interactions useful for controlling the reading pace and utilizing
comments. They also enjoyed having options to adapt the description for diferent reading contexts such as light reading and detailfocused reading.
This paper makes the following main contributions:
• Identifcation of high-level goals for webtoon accessibility
• A design approach that leverages comments data to improve
the webtoon reading experience, backed up with the analysis
of 1,000 webtoon comments
• Cocomix, a prototype webtoon reader that supports an interactive webtoon reading experience
• An empirical evaluation showing the value of commentsdriven interaction techniques

2

RELATED WORK

We review previous research in accessible representations of images
(Section 2.1), background for understanding comics, webtoons and
research around them (Section 2.2), existing approaches for accessible comics (Section 2.3), and prior works on leveraging comments
as a supplemental knowledge source (Section 2.4).

2.1

Accessible Image Representations

Digital imagery is pervasive in the online world, facilitating the
sharing of information and ideas. BLV people often use screen readers and screen magnifers [47, 74, 78] to access them. In order for a
screen reader to render an image, an alternative text description [72]
should be provided which can be generated manually by humans or
automatically by using object recognition techniques [79]. With the
advancement in computer vision techniques, prior research have
increased the image accessibility at scale [27, 79]. For interactive
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and personalized alt-text, Morris et al. [48] has proposed alt-text
with progressive-detail and question & answer.
A number of studies have been conducted to add image descriptions to various classes of images such as STEM images [46],
memes [26], and GIFs [25]. For eyes-free art, Rector et al. [60] proposed proxemic audio interfaces. For artwork exploration using
touch screen, Ahmetovic et al. [1] proposed attribute-based and
hierarchical exploration. Also, EyeDescribe [61] utilized eye gaze
data and a spoken description for image labelling.
There have been many guideline-level suggestions for representations of various classes of images. In this paper, we focus on a
class of images which remains relatively inaccessible — webtoons.

2.2

Comics as a Unique Medium

Broadly, comics are “Juxtaposed pictorial and other images in deliberate sequence, intended to convey information and/or to produce
an aesthetic response” [41]. Traditional comics are printed on papers, where each page is composed of a set of panels presenting a
specifc situation. The panels are often separated by a white space
area named gutter [11]. Because of this gutter, all comics have the
concept of closure, the “phenomenon of observing the parts but
perceiving the whole” [41]. With closure, readers can comprehend
the meaning between neighboring panels.
After a slump in the traditional comic industry, comics turned
their stage to digital platforms to bring a broader audience. The
infltration of comics into the digital world has not only challenged
the traditional structure of comics but also enabled anyone to publish and access comics [34]. Webtoon is a type of digital comics
that adopts a vertical layout so that users can scroll down on web
platforms and mobile devices. The amount of materials published
in webtoon form has reached an equal amount as that published
ofine4 . While there are other types of web comics published in
online platforms or social media such as Tumblr, Tapastic, Facebook, and Instagram, we focus on webtoons based on their large
readership and the relatively structured and consistent format.
Research around comics has been conducted in contents analysis [11, 15, 52, 53], content adaptation [6, 37], or interactions [59,
70, 76, 77]. Iyyer et al. [29] explored how computers can understand the closure-driven narratives in comics. To address the loss of
author-intended segmentation in digital comics, Wang et al. [76, 77]
introduced the concept of phasels, a new segmentation of panels
that describes a strong relation among certain panels. Our work
builds upon prior research on comics interactions by exploring
non-visual interaction techniques while focusing on webtoons.

2.3

Making Comics Accessible

To make an accessible version of comics, tactile books have been designed. For example, braille formats [12, 14, 23, 51, 69] and textured
images [58] were proposed so that BLV people can read comics
by touch. Other approaches have investigated how to improve accessibility in digital platforms by translating the visual content
to speech and sound efects. For instance, GraphicAudio [10] and
Unseen [3] presents audiobooks that can be read without an aid of
a screen reader. Rayar et al. [59] devised a digital comic viewer with
magnifying features for people with low vision, and Lee et al. [36]
4 http://everything.explained.today/Webtoon/
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explored BLV people’s preferences on audiobook and eBook format
of digital comics. To create comic descriptions, Samson et al. [63] explored the potential of fan readers in describing comics. NNELS [55]
has worked on developing a standardized approach to creating a
“Described Comic Book”, yet, to the best of our knowledge, no prior
work has attempted to create descriptions specifcally for webtoons.
Rayar et. al. [58] argued that desirable solution approaches should
be less expensive, less time-consuming and allowing access to an
important part of the culture. Inspired by this, we explore how to
support BLV population to be part of the webtoon culture.

2.4

Comments as a Supplemental Knowledge
Source

Comments are a type of user engagement to express opinion or feelings visible to platform users [2]. Comments are capable of adding
supplemental information to the original content, which can be
interesting to other users [45]. To understand the commenting
and rating behavior, Siersdorfer et al. [64] analyzed dependencies
between comments and other metadata of the content. To understand how people contextualize comments, Yarmand et al. [81]
explored reference patterns in YouTube comments. Also, Momeni
et al. [44, 45] analyzed properties of useful comments for annotation
of social media objects.
While reader comments contain diverse topics, conventional
ranking mechanisms for comments (e.g., by posted date or by likes
fail to provide an overview of topics discussed in comments [40].
For efcient browsing of comments, Opinion Space [19] and StarryThoughts [33] support navigation of diverse comments through
visualization. RevMiner investigated extractive presentation of
attribute-value pairs to summarize unstructured texts.
There have been suggestions for utilizing online reviews in the
accessibility domain [38, 67]. Revamp [75] supports interactive information retrieval by leveraging customer reviews. For comments,
Voykinska et al. [74] has observed that BLV people rely on others’ comments to understand visual contents in social networking
services. Still, to our knowledge, no prior work has attempted to
leverage comments to augment visual description. We look into
the opportunities and challenges of using comments, which are
inherently more personal and diverse in context than reviews.
Our work builds upon prior work on comments mining by analyzing patterns of webtoon comments, and designing comments-driven
interaction techniques for webtoon accessibility.

3

FORMATIVE STUDY

We conducted semi-structured interviews with 10 BLV people followed by a webtoon co-reading exercise to better understand their
needs in webtoon descriptions. We frst present methods and results
of the study. Then, we discuss challenges and design goals, and
present guidelines for webtoon descriptions refecting the fndings.

3.1

Methods

3.1.1 Participants. We recruited 10 BLV people (6 male, 4 female)
interested in webtoons through mailing lists (Table 8). They averaged 26 years old (min = 22, max = 35) and described their vision
as either blind (7 participants) or low vision (3 participants). All
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Webtoons ID
W1
W2

Huh et al.

Genre

Title (episode)

Length

Drawing Style

Sports
Slice of life

The Boxer (1)
Independent Diary (77)

long
short

reality
abstract

Popularity (likes)

URL

99K+
99K+

[31]
[30]

Table 1: Two webtoons used in the formative study for the co-reading exercise

participants were screen reader users. Three participants had prior
experience with paper comics before losing sight. We provided a
15,000 KRW (approx. $12 USD) compensation for their time.
3.1.2 Semi-structured Interview. In the semi-structured interviews,
participants were asked about their motivations for reading webtoons,
prior experiences with webtoons, their perceived accessibility, strategies to access webtoons, and accessibility barriers that they encountered with those approaches.
3.1.3 Co-reading Exercise. We also conducted webtoon co-reading
exercises to see what kind of information is desired in webtoon
descriptions. BLV participants read two webtoons through a default
image description provided by researchers. After one researcher
read the default image description of each panel out loud, participants were encouraged to ask for further details they wish to know
from the panel. We selected two webtoons (Table 1) from Naver’s
most-popular-by-genre 5 page that represents diferent genres and
drawing styles.
In the default image description, we provided a brief visual description of scene (story setting, objects, characters, actions) per
panel following established guidelines of [55]. All textual content
such as dialogue and onomatopoeia were delivered. The reason
behind providing a minimum default description was to encourage
BLV participants to actively request additional information so that
we can analyze types of information desired in webtoon description.
3.1.4 Analysis. Each session of interview and co-reading exercise
was audio-recorded, transcribed 6 , and coded by three of the researchers following the thematic analysis methods [24]. To analyze
the types of information requested in the co-reading exercise, two
of the researchers labeled and divided questions into three groups
based on the underlying intent: visual information seeking, opinion seeking, and confrmation seeking. The distinction between
information seeking and opinion seeking questions was based on
whether the question asks about factual information such as “What
is the color of his shirt?” or asks about relatively subjective information that involves researchers’ opinion like “Do you think the guy is
good-looking?”. Questions were categorized as confrmation seeking
if they were yes-no question about the correctness of participants’
interpretation’s such as “So the character is still in the gym, right?”
or if they asked researchers to repeat the description.

3.2

Results

In this section, we present BLV people’s motivation for reading
webtoons (Section 3.2.1), prior experiences with webtoons (Section 3.2.2), and the desired information in webtoon descriptions
(Section 3.2.3). Then, we present challenges and design goals to
improve webtoon reading experiences for BLV readers.
5 https://www.webtoons.com/en/top
6 https://clovanote.naver.com

3.2.1 Motivation for reading webtoons. All participants answered
that they wish to be able to read webtoons. In particular, seven
participants specifed that they wish to get involved in what is
considered the ‘mainstream’. They frequently encountered webcomics posted in social media (P1, P3, P7) or movies and drama
adaptations of webtoon (P1, P4, P7), and wished to be able to join in
on the conversation elicited from these particular forms of media.
Six of the participants (P1-P3, P7, P8) said that they believe they
can have a better understanding of context in conversations with
other people by reading webtoons. Participants noted that their
friends often talked about how they enjoyed an episode (P5, P8),
or sometimes referred to a webtoon character as a metaphor (P8).
Four of the participants mentioned the unique characteristics of
webtoons as the motivation for reading webtoons. They found the
visual storytelling technique interesting (P5, P6), and admired the
quick speed of reading (P3, P4, P5).
3.2.2 Prior experiences with webtoons. We asked participants about
their prior experiences encountering webtoons on the web as a
whole. None of the participants had encountered webtoons with
an embedded alt-text. For workarounds, they asked friends or family members to verbally describe the content (P1, P3, P7, P10),
watched an adaptation such as webtoon-based dramas or movies
(P3), searched for summaries in the fandom wiki (P6), or used image
recognition apps (P1,P6). Still, participants mentioned the limitations of these approaches. Asking others for help was not always
viable and referring to adaptations or summaries did not cover some
information that they could only gain from reading the original
material. Also, image recognition apps were not reliable due to low
accuracy. Six of the participants mentioned that they refer to comments posted by other readers for each episode to guess the content
(P1, P3, P5, P6, P9, P10). However, they reported that it is difcult
to utilize comments as many of them are not directly related to the
story and thus not helpful in understanding the content.
3.2.3 Desired information in webtoon descriptions. In the co-reading
exercise, a total of 307 questions (117 asked in W1, 190 in W2) were
asked by the participants. More than half of the questions (62%) consisted of participants seeking visual information and among them,
only 1% of the questions were about drawing styles or view angle
and none of the participants asked about the panel layout. Twenty
percent were opinion seeking questions and eighteen percent of the
questions were confrmation seeking questions. We observed that
this type of questions were frequent especially when reading panels
near the end, as readers had to keep track of all the information
received up to that point. Also, participants who asked many questions about visual information requested for confrmation more
often compared to others, as they had to process more information.
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3.3

Challenges and Design Goals

Combining both interview responses and observations from coreading exercise, we identifed four challenges that BLV people face
when reading webtoons via image descriptions:
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Same characters, continued event
Phasel
Panel

C1. Confusion in understanding the plot with recurring details
in image descriptions
C2. Difculty in processing the given information when reading
the long description
C3. Lack of control over the amount of details in the description
C4. Difculty in fnding comments that are useful for understanding the content
The frst challenge (C1) is the issue of repetitive information
interrupting the fow of the plot. During the co-reading exercise,
P2 reported that “Sometimes, same details are repeated, like the
character’s pose even when it hasn’t changed. It disturbs the reading process.” While webtoons consist of a sequence of images, the
individual images come together to form a comprehensive plot
[41]. This means that following traditional image description practices would not be appropriate for webtoons. We recognized that
there would be a need to create a separate, webtoon-specifc set of
description guidelines to minimize information redundancy and
would be more optimized for conveying the plot.
The second challenge (C2) is that BLV readers fnd it difcult to
process all given information when listening to long descriptions.
Compared to image posts on social media where few alt-texts can
cover the content, webtoon descriptions tend to be much longer.
Also, unlike a described video where audio cues help in picturing
the scene, the delivery of a webtoon’s content has to rely solely
on written description. When given a long-winded description,
BLV readers often face difculty in processing and remembering
the information provided. P7 mentioned “Whoa, can you repeat
everything again? There is just too much information to handle.
Descriptions, dialogues, and for dozens of images!”. This becomes
especially challenging when readers are not familiar with the setting
or characters. For efcient delivery of information, three participants (P2, P5, P10) suggested diferentiating the amount of details
depending on the importance of elements. For example, when P5
was presented with an image of multiple characters, he asked for
each character “Do you think this person is important? If not, can I
skip? I’m not interested in his hair color if he won’t show up again.”
The third challenge (C3) is that BLV readers have no control
over how much detail is provided in the description. From the coreading exercise, we observed that the number of questions asked
by participants varied considerably, which implies that every BLV
reader has a diferent taste in description. However in conventional
image descriptions, the amount of information delivered is solely
decided by describers. This takes away one of the unique values of
reading webtoons, the active control over reading pace.
The fnal challenge (C4) is that BLV readers have no efcient
ways to cherry-pick comments that are helpful for understanding
the content. While referring to comments was one of the main
approaches to guess the content or complement the description,
all participants who attempted to read comments reported the
inconvenience of utilizing them. For example, P1 mentioned “Most
comments are like “This is hilarious!” and I am left wondering what

New character, new action

Panel

Description for a phasel
Pixie the cat and a porcupine is in a
meadow. Pixie has just discovered the
porcupine.

Panel

Description for a panel
Pixie is taking a step
toward the porcupine.
Brutus appears from behind.

Figure 2: A phasel is a set of multiple panels that can be
grouped or summarized into a single unit. Our guidelines
suggest grouping similar panels, such as when the same people are appearing or a single action is described over multiple panels, into a single phasel to avoid repetition. The
grouping can only happen between neighboring panels. Image from [WEBTOON SERIES] (2022).

is hilarious.” From the feedback, we distilled the need for extracting
comments that are useful for understanding the content.
Based on the challenges, we identifed four design goals for
systems to improve webtoon reading experience for BLV people.
Two of the design goals address how the description can be more
efcient (D1, D2), and the other two design goals address how users
can interactively control the reading (D3, D4).
D1. Provide descriptions with minimized information redundancy (C1).
D2. Provide adaptive levels of detail for each panel based on
readers’ collective interest (C2).
D3. Present additional details on demand to support active control over the reading pace (C2, C3).
D4. Support selective access to comments that describe the content (C4).

3.4

Guidelines for Webtoon Descriptions

Based on the fndings from our formative study, we also discovered
a need for an improved methodology of describing webtoons. We
aimed to improve upon existing comic description protocols by
focusing on the unique aspects of the webtoons, as well as focusing
on the user needs reported while reading webtoons.
3.4.1 Methods. To create the guideline, four researchers individually created descriptions for a single webtoon. After collecting
the descriptions, we grouped common themes and strategies used
and discussed which strategies were most successful in fulflling
the challenges, as well as what might be potential ambiguities that
might arise due to diference in comprehension. Then, we developed comprehensive guidelines that detailed how and what we
should be described. The structure of our guideline was followed
other guidelines for image accessibility [8, 17].
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Genre
Drama & Romance
Fantasy
Comedy
Action
Slice of life

Huh et al.

Title (episode)

Length

Drawing Style

Popularity (likes)

URL

True Beauty (140, 141)
The Remarried Empress (72, 73)
Lore Olympus (162, 163)
Familiar Feelings (11-1, 11-2)
ZomCom (138, 139)
Pixie and Brutus (94, 95)
unOrdinary (223, 224)
Hybrid (29, 30)
Murrz (510, 511)
Safely Endangered (672, 673)

long
long
long
medium
short
short
long
medium
short
short

reality
reality
semi-abstract
semi-reality
semi-abstract
reality
semi-reality
semi-reality
semi-abstract
abstract

6.4M
1.9M
5.2M
293.8K
724.7K
730.2K
5.1M
114.1K
773.6K
1M

[80]
[4]
[65]
[32]
[18]
[21]
[73]
[9]
[49]
[42]

Table 2: 10 Webtoons used in the comments analysis
Category
Description
(42.2%)

Sub-category
Visual description
(12.7%)

Defnition
Visually describe a specifc part
(e.g.. appearance, color, shape)

Conceptual description
(15%)

Conceptually describe a
specifc part (e.g., personality
or emotion of a character)
Describe what readers felt with
a specifc part of the content
Ask for clarifcation for
misunderstood part
Speculate about or wish for
what will happen next in the
story
Communicate to the creator or
other readers
Share one’s experience or
opinion outside of the story

Description of readers’
emotion (14.5%)
Question (4.9%)
Non-description
(57.8%)

Opinion on upcoming
plot (7.9%)
Communication (8.9%)
Self-expression (7.6%)

Assessment of content
(4.3%)
Others (24.2%)

Assess the quality of the work

Example Comment
"John’s power towards the end
with all of the black tentacles
and sickly colors is like the
physical representation of
trauma"
"I can see that Brutus is nervous."

"Her glowing eyes sent chills
down my spine!”
"Wait, did the knife hit him
or did he step on it or something?”
“Once they know why Navier
said yes, I bet Kosair will be
100% behind Heinrey succeeding”
“Happy Early Birthday Author”
“I’m hoping me seeing this
means I will get the interview
for the city job I just applied to!”
“Can we take a moment to talk
about how amazing the plot is?"
"Call the FBI. The rice has gone
rogue"

Inconclusive comments with
minimum context (e.g., puns,
emoji stufngs, etc)
Table 3: Taxonomy of descriptiveness with example comments.

3.4.2 Contents of Guidelines. The guideline (in supplementary
material) consists of three main themes: 1) how to describe metadata
not directly related to the plot, such as title. 2) how to subdivide a
webtoon into, and write descriptions for, scenes and phasels, and 3)
writing styles such as how to express speech and level of detail in
image descriptions. In the second theme in particular, we borrow
and adapt Wang et al.’s concept of phasels to ensure non-redundant
descriptions of elements that span multiple panels [76, 77]. In this
paradigm, panels could be combined into a single phasel (Figure 2),
reducing the need for redundant explanations and user interactions
(C1). In later sections, we describe how descriptions following our
guidelines are used as input data for our system.

4

WEBTOON COMMENTS ANALYSIS

From the formative study, we discovered that participants often
refer to comments to infer webtoons’ visual content, yet have difculty in utilizing them. To further explore the potential of webtoon
comments as the meta data for accessibility, we conducted comments analysis. This section presents our approach to explore the
feasibility and limitations of using webtoon comments for eliciting
useful information for BLV readers. In particular, we analyzed what
elements the comments describe and how they are described.
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4.1
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Methods

Category

4.1.1 Data collection. First, we crawled 1K webtoon comments (Table 2) such that the dataset would contain diverse representations
of genre, length, popularity (by the number of likes), and drawing style – from realistic to abstract in McCloud’s pyramid of the
comic universe [41]. We sampled 20 webtoon episodes (5 genres ×
2 webtoons × 2 episodes) from Naver 7 , which operates the world’s
largest webtoon platform. For each webtoon, we chose their two
latest episodes and collected 50 most-liked comments to simulate
the default comment order set by the platform (20 episodes × 50
comments per episode). By only collecting top-level (no threaded)
comments, we ensured that each comment is not dependent to
another comment.
4.1.2 Analysis. We followed the thematic analysis methods [24].
As a frst step, the lead researcher open-coded 100 comments and
extracted initial themes. Then, two other researchers reviewed
the same data, and discussed further for confict resolution and
validation. All researchers read all webtoons before analysis to reach
an agreement on the interpretation. With another 100 comments,
all three researchers iteratively developed the themes. Based on
the themes, we derived a taxonomy for determining whether a
comment is a Description or a Non-description (Table 3). Additionally,
we developed a taxonomy for categorizing the Description Target
and Description Range (Table 4).

4.2

Results

4.2.1 What makes a comment descriptive or non-descriptive? Refecting the information needs of BLV readers in webtoon reading identifed from our formative study, we set a broader range
of ‘descriptiveness’ than a mere visual description. We added the
conceptual description and description of readers’ emotion, which
are not directly related to visual attributes of webtoons. Still, as
Wang et al. [75] noted, these high-level attributes inferred from
the visuals can lead to meaningful interpretations. Comments were
categorized as Non-description (Table 3) when they included selfexpression, communication, assessment of the content, or opinions
on upcoming plots, or questions.
4.2.2 What do comments describe? As depicted in Table 4, we found
that people describe characters more often than other elements
of webtoons. For description range, most comments (46.1%) were
describing a single panel. Comments categorized as multi-panel
descriptions either referred to continuous panels with a single
event, or contained several sentences each of which referred to
a diferent panel. We found that descriptive comments were not
evenly distributed in all webtoon elements. For example, only few
characters were mentioned frequently, and only a small number
of panels (min = 2 out of 4, max = 8 out of 46) were referred to
in comments. While we did not analyze the intent behind each
description, we speculated that people often describe a part of the
story to deliver how impressive it was (e.g., Her dress was gorgeous,
especially when it was fying!), or to call attention to a notable part
that other readers are likely to miss (e.g., The color of his eyes slightly
changed during the dance! Did anyone notice?).
7 https://www.webtoons.com/en/

Sub-category

Character (55.7%)
Object (7.4%)
Dialogue (10.8%)
Description Target Event (19.3%)
Setting (2.7%)
Others (1.6%)
Inconclusive (2.5%)
(a) Target specifcity
Category

Sub-category

Description Range

Single-panel (46.1%)
Multi-panel (28.6%)
Entire episode (7.3%)
Inconclusive (18.0%)

(b) Range specifcity
Table 4: Taxonomy of description specifcity

4.2.3 What makes it dificult to utilize comments? Despite the abundance of descriptive comments, there exist barriers to fully utilize
comments. First, comments are inherently unstructured. Sentences
that are incomplete or conveying meanings with emojis have the
risk of misunderstanding [71]. Second, echoing the C4 distilled
from the formative study, it is difcult to locate descriptive sentences as the majority of comments are non-descriptive, or lack a
clear reference target. With no fltering feature supported by the
platform, BLV readers go through many non-descriptive sentences
to fnd a useful comment. Third, the presentation order of comments is not helpful for utilizing comments as descriptions. Most
platforms only provide the sorting of comments by the number of
likes or the time uploaded. Consequently, descriptive comments
are not presented as the story order and users cannot selectively
read comments relevant to the panel of their interest.
While webtoon comments have the potential to add rich descriptions, we believe that efcient fltering and sorting would support
better utilization of comments.

5

COCOMIX

With four design goals (Section 3.3) in mind, we present Cocomix,
a prototype webtoon reader supporting efcient and interactive
webtoon reading for BLV users through comments-driven interaction techniques. Below, we walk through a scenario illustrating how
BLV readers can use Cocomix for reading webtoons (Section 5.1)
and subsequently describe how the system features are enabled
using comments (Section 5.2-5.3). We then also describe the computational pipeline that powers Cocomix (Section 5.4).

5.1

User Scenarios

5.1.1 Scenario 1. Sean is a college student with low vision who
uses a screen reader to access web contents. Sean’s friends often
talk about how they enjoyed the new episode of a popular webtoon,
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Leto’s eyes are
glowing bright
yellow.
Smoke is blooming in
front of her.

Selective Details

C Panel-anchored Comments
Reader
Comments

Leto’s eyes are
glowing bright
yellow.
Smoke is blooming in
front of her.

“I want more details here”

“Her glowing eyes
sent chills down my spine!”

“What did others
think about this?”

Double tap

Swipe up

Swipe up

Figure 3: Readers can have personalized control over description using Cocomix. (A) For non-key panels, abridged description
is provided as default. (B) When readers want to uncover more details, they can double-tap to listen to additional description.
(C) When readers are curious about descriptive comments relevant to the current panel, they can swipe-up to access panelanchored comments. Image from [WEBTOON SERIES] (2022).
“Lore Olympus”, so he is interested in reading the webtoon. He
wants to enjoy webtoons while commuting to school by subway,
and he decides to use Cocomix, a mobile webtoon reader to read the
webtoon. Unlike other audio comics that he has experienced before
where the description was played continuously, Sean can navigate
between panels by swiping the screen left-to-right. Because the
gestures are similar to those of the screen reader he uses, he easily
gets used to the system. As Sean progresses into a diferent scene,
the system informs him of the transition of time and setting: “Nighttime, at the kitchen”. In the story, the character Persephone is doing
the dishes. As he moves on to the next panel, the system description
tells him that Persephone has looked up from the dishes, looking
confused, at her visitor. The visual diference between neighboring
panels is clearly described, so he has no difculty in connecting
the panels to understand the whole story. Sean notices that some
panels have shorter descriptions than others especially when the
scene is focused on the dialogue, or when only walk-on characters
appear in the panel. Because he wants to fnish the episode in 10
minutes before arriving at school, he just listens to the abridged
version of the description (Figure 3.A).
5.1.2 Scenario 2. After taking all classes, Sean comes home and
decides to continue reading the next episode while relaxing. This
time, he wants to slow down the pace of reading and peek into
more details to picture the scene clearly in mind. While listening
to the default description, Sean realizes that the main characters,
Persephone and Hades, are described in more detail than other
minor characters such as nymphs. This time he is curious about
how the nymphs look so he double-taps the panel (Figure 3.B) where
nymphs appear to request more details. From the audio feedback,
Sean notices that some comments are anchored to specifc panels.

While most comments are shown at the end of the episode, these
anchored comments can be read while following the main story.
When reading the scene where Persephone dances, he checks other
readers’ comments on the scene. By reading the panel-anchored
comments (Figure 3.C), he could access extra visual information that
was omitted in the description (e.g., “Some nymphs were holding
hands while watching the couple dance. How cute!”).

5.2

Adaptive Description with Selective Details

To address D2 and D3, Cocomix supports an adaptive description
method based on the description generated through our guideline 3.4. The adaptive description provides an abridged description
for panels that were mentioned in fewer comments, and a full description for panels mentioned in many comments (key panels).
This is so that readers would not have to spend excessive time listening to details in less important panels. Through this approach, the
average description length is reduced and readers can have less cognitive load while reading webtoons. Details on the abridged panels
omitted by default can still be accessed on demand, which we call
as selective details [48]. When reading with Cocomix, users are provided with audio feedback which informs them whether the panel
has extra details to disclose or not, as to minimize the frustration
when users face unavailable details or unknown-unknowns.

5.3

Panel-anchored Comments

To address D3 and D4, Cocomix provides panel-anchored comments where readers can refer to descriptive comments relevant to
the current panel during reading. Cocomix frst extracts comments
that are descriptive or helpful for understanding the story then
link them to the relevant panels. Comments that are not linked to
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specifc parts of the story yet still are descriptive are shown at the
end of the episode.

5.4

Computational Pipeline

The computational pipeline that powers Cocomix has three main
components: 1) scoring and abridging descriptions, 2) extraction of
descriptive comments, and 3) linking comments to relevant panels
(Figure 4). The frst component enables adaptive descriptions while
the other two components implement panel-anchored comments.
5.4.1 Data Collection and Preprocessing. There are two main data
sources for our pipeline: 1) webtoon descriptions and 2) webtoon
comments. After we collect top-level comments we discard ones
that are 3-words-long or shorter. Then, we penalize low-quality
comments using like −score = number _o f _likes − 2 ∗ number _o f
_dislikes and dropping comments with a like − score less than 10.
Because comments are inherently noisy and informal, we go
through several preprocessing steps prior to applying Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques. First, we remove emojis and
emoticons as often the translated text does not align with the intent
of usage. Next, we use Bing Spell Check API 8 for correction of misspelling and informal languages. Refecting the observation from
the comments analysis, we apply fltering and scoring techniques in
sentence-level instead of comment-level, as often the sentences in a
single multi-sentence comment refer to diferent panels. To improve
the sentence-tokenization accuracy, we correct punctuation errors
and casing errors by running transformer-based punctuator [43]
and truecaser [68]. We run a language-detection algorithm to drop
non-English comments [43] limiting our scope to producing outputs in English. Finally, we run co-reference resolution [82] before
tokenizing each comment into sentences to recover from the loss
of named entities when split.
5.4.2 Scoring and abridging descriptions. We now describe a method
to detect key panels of webtoons. Ideally, key panels should capture
the visual, conversational, or plot highlights, or have a signifcant
role in understanding neighboring panels. However, current computer vision techniques are not advanced enough to automatically
detect key panels in webtoons due to their high variety of visual
styles and the scarcity of labeled data [11]. Thus, we rely on comments data to detect “key panels” based on our insight that an
important panel is likely to be mentioned more frequently in the
comments. Our pipeline frst runs a part-of-speech tagger [28]
to populate proper nouns, nouns, and verbs which correspond to
characters, objects, and events with an intuition that people are
likely to refer to those in comments. This refects the fndings from
our comments analysis and the prior research in cognitive psychology [83]. We derive the focus score of a sentence Si using
scores of all pre-populated words, as we represent each sentence as
Si = w 1 , w 2 , ..., w k . We defne a sentence’s focus score Foc(Si )
as:
Õ
1
Foc(Si ) =
·
CF (w k )/PF (w k )
(1)
| Si |
w k ∈S i

CF (w k ) = (# of comments that has w k ) / (total # of comments)
PF (w k ) = (# of panels that has w k ) / (total # of panels)
8 https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/bing/apis/bing-spell-check-api
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where CF (w i ) denotes Comment Frequency and DF (w i ) denotes Panel
Frequency. Similar to document frequency, both represent the number of comments or panels containing word w i . Here we penalize
with panel frequency of a word to avoid naively giving high scores
to frequently appearing elements. In the equation, | Si | is the
length of sentence Si in number of words including stopwords. A
panel’s focus score is determined by summing all sub-descriptions
in the panel. We observed that the score computed is dependant
on the type of webtoon, or other external factors—for example,
when the published date was around the time of the content creator’s birthday, most comments were for creators. Thus, instead of
setting a threshold score to determine key panels, we empirically
set top 30% scored panels as key panels with which researchers
could perceive the efect of abridging while still retaining the key
information.
For abridging the remaining panels, each of the panel descriptions is shortened to 30 50% of the original length. We do not run
the abridging technique with dialogues (texts wrapped in speech
bubbles) as a gap in the conversation can be critical in following
the story. We apply extractive summarization using fne-tuned
BERT [39]. Compared to abstract summarization which is similar
to the process of paraphrasing and more prone to factual inconsistency [50], extractive summarization keeps the original structure.
Sentences not included in the resulting summary can be accessed
on demand (with a double-tap).
5.4.3 Extraction of descriptive comments. Refecting the fndings
from the formative study and comments analysis, we extract comments that meet all of the following criteria: 1) have clear reference
to an element of the webtoon, 2) be a form of statement, and 3)
describe what happened rather than the upcoming plot (Figure 5).
First, we run a part-of-speech tagger [28] to the webtoon description
to pre-populate proper-nouns, nouns, and verbs ( webtoon keywords)
which correspond to characters, objects and actions. Then, only the
sentences from comments data with exact word-level match with at
least one of webtoon keywords are extracted. Also, comments that
quote a dialogue with a continuous overlap with more than three
words are extracted. The intuition is that descriptive comments
would have a clear reference to an element of the story. Then we
run a dialogue act classifer [57] which outputs tags that summarize
syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic information. We only extract
sentences with the tags ‘Statement-non-opinion’ (e.g., Leto was hiding in the middle of the crowd! or ‘Statement-opinion’ (e.g., Thanatos’
reaction was priceless, sweating bullets) among 43 diferent tags. As
a fnal step, we check the tense of a root word of a sentence and
only keep sentences in past or present tense. This flters out comments with guesses (e.g., Persephone will soon catch Leto’s arms! or
hopes (e.g., I will be so happy when they eventually get married!) for
upcoming stories as they are irrelevant to understanding the plot
of the webtoon.
5.4.4 Linking comments to relevant panels. In Section 4, we observed that most descriptive comments consist of two parts: 1)
making reference to a part of the story (e.g., When Persephone was
dancing [...]) and 2) adding extra description (e.g., [...] she looked
so happy.). Thus we assumed that descriptive comments would
have high similarity with the relevant panel’s description especially because of the frst part. Semantic similarity between them
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Extractive
Summarization

Comments

Webtoon Description
Calculate
Comment-focus Score
Similarity-based
Linking

3-stage Extraction

Descriptive Comments

Ordering

Panel-anchored Comments

Figure 4: Pipeline overview of Cocomix. It takes two inputs: webtoon description and comments. For comments-based adaptive
description, our pipeline frst calculates the comment-focus score to detect key panels. Then, to abridge the total length of
description, we apply extractive summarization to non-key panels. The resulting description has diferent amount of details
for each panel depending on its comment-focus score. For panel-anchored comments, our system frst extracts descriptive
comments via 3-stage extraction. Then, extracted comments are linked to relevant panels based on the similarity score and
named entity match. Finally, comments are presented in an order that ensures non-redundancy.
was computed using the sentence embeddings method of Arora et
al. [7]. Here we use sentence-level linking instead of paragraphlevel (entire comment or panel description) to keep the accuracy
from dropping when there are multiple topics in a comment or a
panel. Also, we check for named entities in the matched comment
and drop if one not covered in the corresponding panel description appears. While the comment can be still relevant, we take the
precision-frst approach and flter out potential false-positives. For
the decision of linking a comment, we check its similarity score
distribution with all panels. The comment is linked only when the
score is above a threshold in a single panel or neighboring panels. In
this paper, we empirically set the threshold to produce an accuracy
of 85%.

5.4.5 Presenting comments. Readers can read relevant comments
anchored at the end of each panel description. When the comment
is anchored to multiple neighboring panels, we provide it in the
latest panel to avoid giving a spoiler. Also, when there are multiple comments anchored in a same panel, we order them so that
neighboring comments have low similarity score. This is to avoid recurring of similar comments, refecting the formative study fndings.
Comments extracted as descriptive but not linked are presented at
the end of the episode. The presentation order is determined by the
number of descriptive sentences in the comment and likes. While
removed for the text analysis, we deliver emoji-descriptions while

reading comments for rich delivery. Still, we follow the recommendations from Tigwell et al. [71] by removing repeated emojis and
skipping comments with emojis in the middle.

6

EVALUATION

To demonstrate the feasibility of our pipeline, we conducted pipeline
evaluation study. Then, we conducted user evaluation study to evaluate the efectiveness of Cocomix’s comments-driven interaction
techniques.

6.1

Pipeline Evaluation

To evaluate the efectiveness of our comments fltering and linking
techniques, we collected subjective ratings on Cocomix’s output
comments from 10 sighted webtoon readers.
6.1.1 Materials. We selected fve diferent webtoons that span different attributes (length, number of comments, genre, and drawing
style). To acquire descriptions for the selected webtoons to power
the system, we recruited 10 people to describe the webtoons by
following our guidelines (Section 3.4). Each webtoon was randomly
assigned by two describers to ensure task completion, but they
worked independently. We recruited external describers with no
prior experience in description tasks to ensure the generalizibility
of our pipeline. For episodic webtoons we selected the frst episode
to reduce the dependency on background context. For system input,
one description was randomly selected in each webtoon.
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Comments

Pre-processing

Check Reference to
Pre-populated Keywords

Check Dialogue Act Tags

Check Verb Tense from
POS Tags

“This is hilarious 😂”

“What is Hades wearing?”

“Leto will eventually
be caught by Hades, I can see”

“The nymphs are holding hands when watching the dance! So cute!”

Figure 5: Descriptive comments are extracted through three stages of extraction. Prior to fltering, comments are preprocessed to auto-correct noisy and informal languages. Then, our pipeline frst checks for reference to pre-populated webtoon
keywords in each comment. This flters out comments with only non-clear reference. Second, it checks for dialogue act tags
and leave out all comments except those with ‘Statement-non-opinion” or ‘Statement-opinion” tags. In this stage, comments
in a question or response form are removed. Finally, the pipeline checks for the tense of the root word from Part-Of-Speech
tags. This removes comments expressing wish or guess on the upcoming plot.
6.1.2 Procedure. We ran our pipeline with the fve descriptions
and comments, and distributed evaluation questionnaires to 10
evaluators (none of them participated in the description task). Here
we recruited sighted evaluators to measure how well the output
comments are in compliance with extraction criteria and liking
criteria based on original visual content instead of descriptions. We
also report BLV readers’ evaluation of the comments (Section 6.2).
To evaluate our extraction of descriptive comment, we randomly
selected three from the pipeline-extracted comments and three
from the 50 most-liked comments. For each comment, evaluators
were asked to report how much they agree about the following:
1) The comment is related to the story, 2) The comment includes
objective descriptions of (a part of) the story, 3) The comment
includes subjective descriptions of (a part of) the story, 4) The
comment refers to specifc elements of the content (e.g., a scene,
character, object, setting, mood). To evaluate our linking to relevant
panels, we randomly selected one of our panel-anchored comments.
Evaluators were presented with the panel-comment pair and asked
to answer how much they agree with the following statements: 1)
The comment is relevant to the panel; 2) The comment is targeting
the panel.
6.1.3 Results. The results can be seen in the Table . While Cocomixpicked comments received higher scores than most-liked comments
in every criteria, note that the scores were comparable for the coverage of subjective information (Table 5). Also, results about linking
show that the accuracy of panel-anchored comments is acceptable
(82% of the outputs were rated above 4 out of 7). Cocomix-picked

comments received low scores when they covered information
about multiple panels but were matched to only one of them.

6.2

User Evaluation

To assess the feasibility of using comments-driven interaction
techniques to enhance webtoon experience for BLV readers, we
conducted a user study comparing the webtoon readers with and
without our comments-driven interaction techniques. We explored
three research questions:
(1) RQ1. How do BLV readers use Cocomix’s interactive features
while reading the webtoon description?
(2) RQ2. How do BLV readers perceive comments data presented
in Cocomix?
(3) RQ3. How usable and useful are Cocomix’s features?
6.2.1 Interfaces. The baseline interface stripped all commentsdriven features from Cocomix, but still supported navigation between panels and unfltered comments provided at the end of the
episode. Both the system and the baseline provided description
that followed our guideline as there is no established guidelines for
webtoon description to compare with.
Gesture logs were collected using Google Firebase9 . While our
prototype works without an aid of a screen reader, we provide
sufcient audio feedback like using a screen reader (e.g., when the
user makes double taps, it gives a short “click-click” sound efect).
In our study, we did not display images in order to explore how
9 https://frebase.google.com/
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Statements

Ratings for Comments
Most-liked Cocomix

The comment is related to the story.
The comment includes objective information of what happened in the story.
The comment includes subjective information of what happened in the story.
The comment refers to specifc part of content.
The comment is relevant to the presented panel.
The comment is targeting the presented panel.

4.33 (1.78)
3.47 (1.71)
4.67 (1.92)
3.43 (1.82)
-

5.37 (1.45)
4.80 (1.54)
4.89 (1.45)
5.23 (1.39)
5.46 (1.79)
5.02 (1.89)

Table 5: In the pipeline evaluation, we collected subjective ratings (in a 7-point Likert scale) on output comments of two
pipeline components: Extraction of descriptive comments and Linking to relevant panels. The value represents the mean of
scores (SD). Results show that Cocomix’s output comments outperformed most-liked comments in describing the story.

6.2.2 Participants. We recruited 12 BLV people (8 male, 4 female,
Table 8) using mailing lists and social media. The criteria for invitation were interest in webtoon, using screen reader due to visual
impairment, and basic English profciency as the description was
provided in English. They averaged 30.33 years old (min = 22, max
= 53) and described their visual impairment as totally blind (9 participants) or low vision (3 participants). None of the participants
has participated in the formative study. We compensated each participant $30 USD for their time.
6.2.3 Materials. We selected three webtoons from Naver (Table 6).
We selected the frst webtoon (W3) with short length to use in
tutorial sessions. Webtoons used in main studies were selected from
most-popular ongoing series, and were similar in terms of length
(the number of panels), the amount of information provided in text
(e.g., dialogue and descriptions), and the number of comments, but
diferent in genre and creator. Following our guidelines (Section 3.4),
two authors of this paper drafted the description for each webtoon
and cross-checked for major omission, grammatical errors, and
typos.
6.2.4 Procedure. A 90-minute study was conducted remotely using Zoom 10 for safety during COVID-19. Each study was audiorecorded and transcribed 11 for further analysis. The study was
approved by our institution’s IRB. After collecting informed consent, participants were given a tutorial of the Cocomix interface,
and they were asked to go through a practice session using tutorial
webtoon (W3) to familiarize with the features.
Then, a within-subjects study was conducted where participants
were asked to read two webtoons. The presentation order of reader
type (baseline vs. Cocomix) and webtoon type was counterbalanced.
To ensure they pay attention to the content, we instructed participants that they will be asked to summarize the story after each
condition. We provided summary of previous episodes before reading each episode to provide background context to the participants
to minimize the efect of prior knowledge in study results.
10 https://zoom.us
11 https://clovanote.naver.com
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Figure 6: The percentage of panels where participants requested details or comments is shown for each participant.
The usage pattern of Cocomix’s interactive features varied
by participant.

After each episode, participants completed a questionnaire on
the usability of each interface and their experience and opinions
about comments data. All gestural interactions were logged by the
server for analysis. We ran semi-structured interviews at the end
to gain a deeper understanding of the strengths and weaknesses
of Cocomix and the participants’ strategies for using interactive
features.

6.3

Results

6.3.1 Usage Patern of Interactive Features (RQ1). In both baseline
and Cocomix conditions, all users sequentially followed the description order instead of going back or skipping a panel. Four of the
participants (P11, P15, P18, P20) checked the details most of the
time (Figure 6). P11 and P15 mentioned that they usually enjoy the
slow pace in reading with lots of details. P18 and P20 explained
the fear of missing out led them to request details every time. P18
noted “I’m afraid of skipping any detail when I know (from the audio feedback) there is something. What if the system didn’t read it
to me and it later turned out to be important?” Other participants
(P14, P16, P19, P21) mostly skipped the details and read the default
description. P19 mentioned “The information given was enough for
me! I was happy with that so just quickly moved on.”
While we couldn’t observe a pattern from one participant, three
participants showed a decrease in the number of requests for details
as the reading continued. The reduced reliance on the details in
the later parts of the story was due to getting familiar with the
story context and building trust with the system. P17 commented
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Webtoon ID
W3
W4
W5

Title (# of panels)
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# of Comments (Top-level / Total)

Pixie and Brutus (6)
Lore Olympus (72)
The Remarried Empress (64)

521 / 744
5,226 / 6,681
6,078 / 7,614

Genre

Creator

URL

Comedy
Romance
Fantasy

Pet Foolery
Rachel Smythe
Alphatart & Sumpul

[22]
[66]
[5]

Table 6: Webtoons used in the evaluation study

“I requested details in the frst few panels to see how important the
hidden details would be. Then I soon realized they weren’t necessary at
all!” Also, P12 and P13 mentioned that they checked the details only
when there were some comments left on the panel, as anchoredcomments can be an indicator of notable points.
In the baseline, two participants (P19, P21) skipped the description and moved on to the next panel even when the audio was still
being played. P19 reported “After I experienced the short description in the frst round (Cocomix condition), listening to the long one
(baseline condition) was too boring. I didn’t want to waste time.” He
mentioned that he frst listened to the few words of the description
and when it was about minor character’s appearance, he would
skip.
6.3.2 Perception of Comments Data (RQ2). All participants were
positive about reading other readers’ comments. Participants mentioned the usefulness of comments in various aspects. First, P16,
P18, P20, and P21 noted comments complement the description with
additional details omitted in the original description. P18 noted “I
didn’t realize that the bird’s eye was purple before I read the comment! Describers are humans and they miss things. . . so thank you,
commenters!" P14, who never requested more details but actively
checked most of the panel-anchored comments reported, “I didn’t
even need to request more details as the comments gave details! And
in a more fun way. In addition, subjective comments were found
to be helpful in picturing the scene more vividly. P18 noted “The
description said her eyes were glowing. The comment said ‘Her glowing eyes sent chills down my spine!’ I defnitely prefer the comment’s
style, as it tells me how I’m supposed to feel it.”
Participants also noted that comments were useful even when
they did not provide additional information about the story. They
enjoyed comments as an independent component of a webtoon
experience, where they could read humor, communicate, discuss
the work and be part of the community and culture. P15 mentioned
“Even when I fully understood the story and didn’t need further information, I just read comments because I’m curious about other readers’
thoughts.” Also, P18 compared the two roles of comments and how
the content should be diferent for each purpose. “I enjoy some of the
comments as a social activity after I fnish an episode. Comments with
this purpose can have more personal opinions, and it’s totally fne. I
feel like I’m connected to other readers and part of the conversation
going around the story.”
One unexpected fnding is that two participants (P15, P20) found
comments useful for assurance of understanding the content of
webtoons. P15 noted “When I read other readers’ comments and
nothing unexpected is there, then I know whether I understood the
scene correctly.” P20 also mentioned that “When the comment adds
additional details to what I heard from the description, it’s good.
But when the comment talks about completely new stuf, then (I

experience) a dramatic loss of confdence” Similarly, three of the
participants(P13, P15, P20) noted that they checked the details
whenever comments were anchored to the panel. P13 mentioned I
can guess that something important is going on when many people
are commenting about it (panel).
6.3.3 Usability and Usefulness of Cocomix (RQ3). All participants
reported Cocomix’s interactive gestures (double-tapping to access
selective details and swiping-up to access comments) were easy to
learn. When asked which interface they wanted to continue using,
10 of 12 participants chose Cocomix (1 chose the baseline, 1 chose
both). Most participants including participants who checked details
every time (P15, P18, P20) mentioned that they preferred Cocomix
as it provides more options in reading webtoons. Similarly, when
asked if they had sufcient control over the amount of description,
participants rated Cocomix signifcantly higher than the baseline
(Figure 7). While the participants could still skip the description
with the baseline, they mentioned it was difcult to interrupt the
description is being played. P16 specifed “The amount of description
accessible was the same in both conditions, but when the frst version
(baseline) was just dumping everything, second one (Cocomix) was
more like asking “Would you like to know about this?’ ”
Participants rated Cocomix’s comments signifcantly more helpful for story understanding than the most-liked comments in
the baseline. Still, one participant (P12) mentioned that the panelanchored comments can interrupt the reading fow. He commented “I
still prefer to access comments after I fnish an episode. Switching
narratives is just not for me.”
Room for improvement was noted. Some participants expressed
that the interactive features were burdensome if they wanted to use
them often, and suggested supporting selection of the level of detail
when starting the episode. Also, one participant (P11) pointed out
that the presentation order is sometimes unnatural when listening
to the on-demand details. She noted “First I listened to what the
character is doing and the conversation, and when I double-tapped, I
listened to what he’s wearing. The order doesn’t make sense sometimes.
The appropriateness of amount of description (baseline: 5.50
& Cocomix: 5.83) was comparable, showing that participants were
satisfed with descriptions generated by following our guidelines.
One participant (P17) commented how concise the descriptions
were compared to conventional audio descriptions. “I never listen to
audio descriptions for movies because they’re just so obsessed with describing everything shown in the scene. But, here I think both versions
did the task well.”

7

DISCUSSION

In this section, we refect on our study fndings on adaptive description and interactive description, then discuss how to scale up and
generalize our approach. Next, we discuss how broader interaction
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Statement ID
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9

Huh et al.

Statement
I could concentrate during reading.
I could process all the given information.
The amount of detail was appropriate in each panel
I had full control over the reading time.
I had full control over the amount of description.*
I am confdent in comprehending and feeling the story.
I can read stories in efcient manners.
Comments were helpful for understanding the content.*
Comments were fun to read.

Baseline

Cocomix

6.75 (0.45)
6.42 (0.90)
5.50 (1.57)
4.83 (1.40)
2.92 (2.23)
5.08 (1.98)
5.67 (1.37)
4.25 (1.76)
6.17 (1.59)

6.50 (1.00)
6.83 (0.39)
5.83(1.03)
5.58 (1.38)
6.50 (0.80)
5.67 (1.37)
5.92 (1.38)
5.25 (1.66)
6.42 (1.25)

Table 7: We collected participants’ subjective ratings on Cocomix in a 7-point Likert scale. The value represents the mean of
scores (SD). Wilcoxon test was run and a statistical signifcant diference ( p < 0.05) is marked with *.

Baseline

Cocomix

As a step forward from ‘one-description-fts-all’, we envision personalized adaptation of description by leveraging users’ interaction
patterns.

7
6
5
4

7.2

3
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1
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Figure 7: Boxplot of mean scores for the baseline and Cocomix (1 = low, 7 = high). Wilcoxon test was run and a statistical signifcant diference ( p < 0.05) is marked with *. Cocomix signifcantly outperformed the baseline in S5 (Control over the amount of description) and S8 (Usefulness of
comments in helping content understanding).
data can power data-drive accessibility. We also discuss limitations
of our work, which represent opportunities for future research.

7.1

Adapting Descriptions into Broader
Contexts

Cocomix adapts each panel’s length of description by how frequently it was mentioned in comments. In the evaluation study,
the confdence in story comprehension was comparable in both
conditions, implying that our adaptation did not result in any major
information loss. However, there was no signifcant diference in
reading efciency as participants had to adapt the description to
their preference in each panel.
There are two dimensions in which we can consider the adaptation of description: 1) adapting the total length of description to
user context 2) adapting each panel’s length to story context. In
this paper, we explored the second dimension. As a future work,
we plan to investigate how the description can be adapted under
various user contexts. From the usage pattern of detail requests, we
found that the desired length depends on individual’s preference,
and familiarity with the story. From the interview feedback, we also
discovered that various reading contexts, such as whether they are
in a hurry or relaxing, should be considered so that the description
length is adjusted to desired reading time.
To provide appropriate descriptions under various contexts, the
mode selection can be provided as suggested by one participant.

Interacting with Description

With Cocomix, BLV users can interact with the description by
actively requesting further details and exploring relevant comments.
Interestingly, one participant noted that the details would stay
longer in memory when it was provided on-demand than granted.
This suggests additional applicability of interactive descriptions for
highlighting information in addition to providing options.
We distilled considerations for introducing interactivity in descriptions. First, the presentation order should be carefully set, so
that the default description alone is sufcient for following the
storyline and selective details do not harm the reading fow. This
means that not only the dependencies between sentences of a single
image (panel), but also dependencies of a sentence on later panels’
descriptions should be considered. Prior research [48] has suggested
determining the order as how a sighted person sees an image.
Also, the notice of availability for interaction should be carefully
designed. During our iterative design process, we discovered that
users unaware of availability are concerned about ‘unknown unknowns’ or frustrated when the requested detail is unavailable. Cocomix provides clear audio cues to inform users that they can
explore details or read comments in the panel. However, one unexpected fnding was that the notifcation made it difcult to ignore
details for some users, leaving a question of whether BLV users
truly had ‘freedom’ in control.
Finally, the unit of interaction impacts the reading fow. As shown
in our results, the concentration measure was slightly lower when
BLV readers used the interactive features. We also observed that
the desired level of interactivity varied by individuals. For example,
one participant suggested sentence-level control to gain complete
control over what he receives. Another participant noted the burden
of having to make decisions in every panel whether to access details.
Interactions in micro-level can support full-control, but its relation
to enhanced reading experience is an open question.

7.3

Scalability of Webtoon Descriptions

We proposed guidelines (Section 3.4) for describing webtoons. Yet,
there are several challenges with respect to scalability. First, most
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webtoons are episodic and periodical thus require consistent eforts
for making descriptions. Second, the describer should be familiar
with the story context. Prior work has suggested the potential of involving fans to crowdsource comic descriptions [63]. An example of
dedicated webtoon fans’ contribution is Naver Webtoon Translate 12
where fans translate webtoons to share with a global audience. As
a globally large population who are familiar with the story and
motivated to share the story with others, we believe that webtoon
fans have potential to scale up descriptions.
To move toward a more streamlined and automated process,
we suggest using templates [26, 46] for ensuring consistency of
lengths, expressions, and contents between describers. We believe
that data collected can be used to augment future pipelines, such
as automatic generation of human-like descriptions. Also, some
initial steps, such as grouping continuous panels into phasels, can
be automated with the advancement of computer vision techniques.
While existing research around comics focuses on detection [52, 53,
62] and extraction [13, 16, 56] of sub-elements, we believe higher
level of image analysis such as grouping panels into semantically
meaningful units or summarization into key panels can further
catalyze meaningful interactions with comics.
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hair?’. Third, acknowledge and incentivize their prosocial behaviors. For example, active commenters can be provided early access
to latest episodes not yet available to public.

7.5

7.6
7.4

Generalizability of Cocomix and
Comments-driven Accessibility

We believe our approach on mining comments to improve accessibility can be used in other types of media (e.g., social media images,
YouTube videos, etc). To see how our approach can generalize to
other types of webcomics, we sampled webcomics from social media and analyzed whether the commenting behavior is diferent.
From Facebook and Instagram, we searched with the query “comics”
and selected top-ten webcomics that are regularly published. Then,
two researchers analyzed the comments using same taxonomy used
in Section 4. We found that more comments are in the form of ‘Communication’ or ‘Self-expression’. It is partially due to the inherent
characteristics of the platforms, and also due to ‘Mention’ feature
which readers actively use to share with friends.
The performance of our approach relies on the number of comments. While our guidelines for descriptions are applicable regardless, the core features’ efectiveness might not be highlighted
well with newly launched webtoons with less viewership. Also, a
certain amount of delay is unavoidable to wait for webtoon readers
to comment on each episode. Yet, we believe this is not to a great
degree as we observed from the collected comments data that majority of readers commented within a few hours each webtoon was
uploaded. To better utilize the comments, we make the following
suggestions for designers of social features in webcomics platforms:
First, support referencing to a panel, or within-panel elements such
as characters or objects that are shown to described often (Table 4).
This not only increases the accuracy of our linking results, but also
encourages readers to leave more specifc comments by reducing
the burden to specify the target. Second, prompt readers to comment on various elements and attributes. When most readers talk
about batman, system can ask ‘What do you think about joker’s

12 https://translate.webtoons.com/guide

Availability of Other Interaction Data

Reinholt et al. [61] proposed the concept of use-driven accessibility,
a concept that an image’s accessible description can arise from
sighted users’ interaction with the image, rather than conscious
work to create an image description. In this paper, we focused on
one type of such data, user comments, which are available at low
cost and contain rich contexts. We believe that Cocomix can further
beneft from incorporating other interaction data. For example,
scroll or gaze data can be analyzed to identify the panels or elements
where readers viewed longer, and laughter [35] can be collected
to note interesting scenes. However, there remain unanswered
questions with leveraging ‘byproduct’ data such as “Will the output
align with the creator’s intent?”, and “Can we expect the same
focus-patterns from BLV readers as sighted readers?” We hope our
research catalyzes future work in data-driven accessibility.

Limitations and Future Work

Our work has several limitations which we address in this section.
• We did not explore how peculiarities of comics medium such
as aesthetics can be conveyed well in the description. From
our formative study, we discovered that most participants
were not interested in the drawing style or the layout of
panels as readers born with visual impairments lacked the
sensory experience. To support readers to picture the scene
more quickly as they do with drawings, it would be enriching
to complement descriptions with audio augmentations.
• We did not investigate the efectiveness of our webtoon description guidelines in terms of unambiguity and output
consistency. Our next step is to assess and improve our
guidelines with feedback from both professional and nonprofessional describers.
• Cocomix defnes key panels as panels with elements frequently mentioned in comments. Thus, it has limited capability of detecting panels with setting introductions which
play a signifcant role in understanding forthcoming panels
but less mentioned in comments. One solution may be to
consider other data such as time spent on each panel, or
dependencies between panel-descriptions to cover various
context of ‘importance’.
• Both studies involved limited number of participants (formative study: 10, evaluation study: 12). We need to better
account for the diverse needs of people with diferent degrees of sight loss, usages of assistive tools, and technical
skills [20, 54]. Our pipeline evaluation only covered fve different webtoons and we need to further explore the pipeline’s
robustness in diverse webtoons. Also, we evaluated extracted
comments individually, not rating how diverse information
they provide as a whole.
• We did not explore how users perceive and react with incorrect output of the system as no user reported that they
noticed irrelevant comments in our user study. While we
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showed the feasibility of pipeline through separate evaluation, incorrect links can still exist where human validation
such as reporting from users would be valued.

8

CONCLUSION

We present Cocomix, an interactive webtoon reader that utilizes
comments to improve non-visual webtoon accessibility. Cocomix
provides adaptive description through comments-based scoring
and abridging, and supports easy access to relevant comments
through panel-anchored comments. We hope our research catalyzes
future work in making broader types of visual media accessible.
We also encourage web platforms to take note of the success of
these comments-driven interaction methods and integrate them to
improve non-visual accessibility.
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STUDY PARTICIPANTS DEMOGRAPHICS
PID

Age

Gender

Visually impairment description

Onset

Experienced comics before or after vision loss

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
P18
P19
P20
P21
P22

22
22
22
23
26
28
29
35
25
28
23
53
29
23
28
35
23
22
29
36
36
27

Female
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male

Totally blind
Low vision
Totally blind
Low vision
Totally blind
Totally blind
Totally blind
Totally blind
Totally blind
Low vision
Totally blind
Totally blind
Totally blind
Low vision
Totally blind
Totally blind
Low vision
Totally blind
Totally blind
Totally blind
Totally blind
Low vision

Congenital
Acquired
Congenital
Acquired
Acquired
Congenital
Congenital
Congenital
Acquired
Congenital
Congenital
Acquired
Congenital
Acquired
Congenital
Congenital
Acquired
Congenital
Congenital
Congenital
Congenital
Acquired

Never
Before&After
Never
Before&After
Before
Never
Never
Never
Never
Never
After
Before
Never
Never
Before&After
After
Never
Never
Never
Before&After
Never
Never

Table 8: Study Participants (P1-P10: Formative study participants, P11-P22: Evaluation study participants. All participants are
screen reader users.)

